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The America First Policy Institute, in partnership with the Colorado Parent Advocacy Network (CPAN), 
received thousands of results from a Colorado Open Records request (CORA) of one of the Nation’s 100 
largest school districts: Cherry Creek School District (CCSD) located near Denver, Colorado.  
 
The information recovered in this request revealed CCSD, and Colorado’s education system more 
generally, to be under greater ideological control than originally imagined. Every facet of CCSD, from 
teacher training to curriculum, has been corrupted by radical gender ideology and critical race theory 
(CRT). CCSD serves more than 53,000 students, and many parents have expressed grave concern about 
the content infiltrating the schools. This recovered information reveals shocking content in CCSD and 
how district officials conspired to ignore parents’ concerns.   
 
Whenever a news outlet or parent network discusses removing the anti-American and pro-Marxist CRT 
from schools, a common response from progressive educators is that CRT is graduate-level coursework 
that is not taught in K-12 public schools. Records show that this is far from the truth.  
 
The information found in this open records request is eye-opening and alarming for parents and 
taxpayers in CCSD—and for all Americans concerned about what is happening in America’s schools. 
Below is a six-part analysis of examples found in the requested documents.  
 

TOP LINE POINTS 

  Th e Ch erry Cre ek S ch ool  Di s tr i ct  ( CCS D) ,  l ocated  near  Den v er ,  Col orad o,  i s  
con s p i ri n g agai n s t  p aren ts  con cern ed  ab ou t  cr i ti cal  race th eory ( CRT)  to  en s u re i t  
remai n s  i n  c las s rooms .  

  S ch ool  d is t r i ct  ad mi n is trators  are wel l  vers ed  i n  CRT an d  i n ten t  on  s eei n g i t  
i mp l emen ted  i n  c l as s rooms  an d  i n  th e ed u cat i on  sys tem.  

  Th e CCS D i s  act i vel y  en gaged  i n  p romoti n g th e wi th h ol di n g of  s tud en t  i n formati on  
f rom p aren ts ,  i n cl ud i n g su p p os ed  ch an ges  i n  a  s tud en t ’ s  n ame an d  p ron ou ns .  

  Th e Ch erry Cre ek Ed u cat i on  As s oci at i on,  n ow an  overt l y  p ol i t i ca l  teach er' s  u ni on ,  
recei ves  as s i s tan ce f rom th e s ch ool  d is t r i ct  as  th ey work to  ach i ev e th ei r  p ol i t i ca l  
goa l s .  

  Rou t i n e,  i d eol ogi ca l  teach er  t ra i ni n gs  are b ei n g i mp l emen ted  to  i n d octr i nate 
teach ers  an d  s ta f f  b oth  to  emb race th e ten ets  of  C RT an d  to  d en y b i o l ogi ca l  rea l i ty .  
I n d i v id u al s  h ave a l s o  s ou gh t  to  ap p l y a  p ol i t i cal  l ens  to  th es e t ra i n i n gs,  d emon i zi n g 
th os e wh o h ol d  v i ews  i n  op p os i ti on  to  th e s ch ool  d is t r i cts .  Th es e t ra i ni n gs  i mp act  
n ot  on l y  facu l ty  b u t  s tud en ts .  

  Th e CCS D cu rr i cu l u m is  rooted  i n  b i goted  an d  b ackward  con cep ts  th at  are 
an t i th et i cal  to  a  mer i tocrat i c  s ys tem an d  core Ame r i can  va l u es ,  b oth  cru ci al  to  ou r  
n at i on ’s  p as t  an d  fu tu re s u ccess .  
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Part 1: Cherry Creek School District Conspires Against Concerned Parents to 
Keep CRT in Schools 

 
Educators and school district administrators are expected to form a relationship with parents, who trust 
the school to assume authority over a student for the school day. This requires respect for parental 
opinions. 
 
Emails between employees of CCSD show opposition to and disrespect for the opinions of parents: 

• A parent, who chose to live in the school district because of the excellent education it provides, 
emailed the School Board expressing opposition to critical race theory (CRT) or gender identity 
being taught to students, especially elementary students. The parent acknowledged that 
racism exists and that students should be taught to be inclusive but not indoctrinated. The 
email was forwarded up the chain of administrators, concluding with Assistant Superintendent 
for Performance Improvement Michael Giles, replying only to district employees and excluding 
the parent, “This is what we are up against.” 

• In August 2021, Giles forwarded one email, sent to the school board by a parent opposing the 
racist training materials used in teacher meetings, such as Courageous Conversations, to other 
administrators in the district. In his email, Giles wrote, “… I think this is good now for you to see 
the language and arguments being used in opposition.” 

• After what appeared to be a controversial school board meeting with parents standing against 
CRT, a teacher emailed Assistant Superintendent Giles, along with other district employees, an 
article and said, “[this article] helped me to crystalize a lot of thoughts” and “helped to dispel 
the myth that CRT cannot be quantified or validated in school.” The article’s abstract states: 

Critical race theory (CRT) has been used in educational literature to emphasize 
the influence of racism on educational opportunity and the assets of students 
of color. Quantitative methods appear antithetical to CRT tenets according to 
some, but this article endeavors to show why this is not the case, based on both 
historical and contemporary notions. To build this argument, the author 
presents results from an empirical study that used data from a survey of 
undergraduates and measurement theory to quantify students' community 
cultural wealth, a CRT framework that describes the cultural assets of 
communities of color. The author concludes with recommendations for 
incorporating quantitative methods into future CRT studies. 

• One parent reached out to the district with concerns that the district would be “push[ing]  
White Fragility by Robin DiAngelo, “onto the students of CCSD.” In response, Assistant 
Superintendent Jennifer Perry emailed a network titled “.EdOp,” saying, “FYI. You may want to 
give the principals a heads up.” After all, the book has been scene in the district as seen below: 

o One employee in the records noted that she “did my ‘homework’ (read a few chapters 
in White Fragility for our staff book club tomorrow.”  

o An outside worker of the district said, “Reading White Fragility was helpful, but it didn't 
encourage these White teachers to have discussions about race with their own 
elementary-aged children.” 

 
A recent news article showed how anti-American, dangerous, and blatantly racist these ideologies from 
DiAngelo can become. On March 1, 2023, DiAngelo, stated in a webinar, “People of color need to get 
away from White people and have some community with each other.”  
 

Part 2: An Administration Focused on Implementing CRT 
 
Not only are the core tenets of race-based policies encouraged in CCSD, but district administrators 
explicitly urged the implementation of critical race theory. The clearest example is seen below: 
 
After an email from the district in support of the Black Lives Matter movement in 2020, two 
administrators thanked then-Superintendent Siegfried in an email, then stated: 
“The situation at CCHS illustrates the dangers of racially illiterate youth. The tenets of  

https://www.foxnews.com/media/white-fragility-author-warns-people-color-get-away-white-people
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Critical Race Theory provide a framework outlining what we might expect in these times. We have 
attached the CRT tenets for your reference.”  
 
Attached to the email was the following table: 
 

 
 

Part 3: A Gender Identity Takeover of CCSD 
 
In recent years, one of the most blatant attacks on parental rights has come from the belief that 
information can be withheld from a parent because it is deemed by the education establishment to be 
in the student’s best interest.   
Multiple instances implicate the district in such activities: 

• In July 2020, one employee of the district, who also acts as a supervisor for the Gender-Sexuality 
Alliance, sent an email and resources to staff pertaining to pronouns and a “gender support 
plan for counselors.” The plan was made by Gender Spectrum. 

o In this plan, an attached confidential document asks if parents know about the 
student’s gender identity and “if not, what considerations must be accounted for in 
implementing this plan.” 

o The document also asks, “If the student’s guardians are not aware and supportive of the 
child's gender status, how will school-home communications be handled?” 

 

• Emails revealed that as early as 2017, a planned principals’ meeting with a “transgender 
presentation” had administrators planning to hand out a version of this document to the 
principals to “look it over and talk about what their first steps might be.” 
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• And these actions appear to not just be targeted at older students. An email below seems to 
make age just a number when it comes to sexualizing children. 

 

Another email showed a PowerPoint* titled: “CCSD PRIDE.” This presentation was subtitled “CSD 
LGBTQ Guidance Document Draft.” Under the slide titled “Considerations for Students,” the following 
information, which explicitly told students that they could try to hide their new names and 
pronouns from their parents, was presented. 

 
* This PowerPoint was dated Feb. 2022, and it is unclear if the consideration was adopted, but for it 
even to be considered by administrators is concerning to the authority that parents maintain. 

 

Part 4: Teacher Union Policies 
 
When dealing with teacher unions, it is important to note that they are not government entities. Unions 
often act in political matters, sometimes through endorsements or funding of political causes. The lines 
between union work and government work often get blurred, and that is when taxpayer dollars can 
become misused. For instance, according to the contract between the school district and the teacher 
union: 

https://www.nctq.org/dmsView/Cherry_Creek_Final_22-23_Teacher_Agreement
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• “the District will deduct in equal monthly installments from teachers' salaries the dues for the 
Association as teachers individually and voluntarily authorize, and will transmit the monies to 
the Association.”  

For an example of how taxpayer dollars are being used to support political organizations and activities, 
see an email from the newly elected administration of the Cherry Creek Education Association: 
 

 
Part 5: Teacher Training 

 
It appears the most pervasive way CRT, gender ideology, and political activity infiltrates schools is 
through training for teachers. While curriculum, at times, is accessible to parental purview, it is more 
difficult to find what the teachers are learning. But what teachers are taught can have a large effect on 
what and how they teach their students. Other times CRT makes its way into the district through vague 
terms like culturally responsive education. 
 
Racial Training 
 
It appears that the greatest sources of CRT indoctrination taking place in CCSD stems from a teacher 
training program titled Beyond Diversity, a program created by Courageous Conversations. This 
program is brought to teachers by a group contracted through the school district called Pacific 
Educational Group (PEG). What is most concerning is that the district, and specifically the school board, 
has long recognized that Courageous Conversations is instilling CRT inside the schools. As noted above, 
CRT is more than just a legal theory; it is a way of thinking and a pedagogy that influences teachers day 
by day. In 2014, the School Board’s approved minutes describe not only how long PEG has been 
influencing CCSD but how long CRT has been infused into the district. As it says in the board minutes:  

• “In 2003, the District entered into a contract with the Pacific Educational Group and still today, 
finds great value in the framework. In order to drive both Inclusive Excellence and Culturally 
Responsive Instruction, the work requires having the Capacity (Systems Thinking), the 
Knowledge (Specifically around Critical Race Theory), the Skill (to navigate “Courageous 
Conversations”), and the Will (meaning adaptive anti-racist leadership).” 

 

https://go.boarddocs.com/co/chcr/Board.nsf/files/AD5NQV61177B/$file/MINUTES%20March%2010%2C%202014%20BOE%20Meeting.pdf
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Concepts that were discussed among district employees include: 

• Courageous Conversations acts as a framework to discuss race. As such, three main items help 
navigate the lessons: a four-quadrant compass, four agreements, and six conditions. The 
conditions specifically state that the conversations should “2. Isolate Race,” “5. Use a Working 
Definition of Race,” and “6. Examine the presence and role of Whiteness.”  

• Facilitators’ guidelines include “interrupts and de-centers whiteness.” 

An email from La Toyua Tolbert, the director of the Office of Inclusive Excellence, noted:  
“Yes, the idea of colorism is discussed at the BD seminar. We cover it as we present 
Condition 5 - Establish a working definition of race, and Condition 6 - Examine the 
presence and role of whiteness. The idea is also addressed in our exploration of 
institutionalized white racism. We specifically highlight where colorism shows up in 
internalized white racism, interracial white racism and intraracial white racism.” 

 

Sexuality Training 
One company, Queer Asterisk, led by Sorin Thomas, exchanged emails with multiple district employees. 
Thomas’ trainings were used in various ways, including having his documents on gender identity used 
in meetings. One email chain shows an attempt to coordinate hosting Thomas to present on gender 
identity, and based on emails between him and a district administrator, it appears this would not be his 
first time presenting. While the district did not have enough money for this training to take place ,  
Soren sent a mock statement for what the training could include, which stated: 
 

Gender & Sexuality 101: Awareness and Responsiveness  
Our goal in this 101 training is empowerment through knowledge. Together, we 
will go over the differentiations between biological sex, sexuality, and gender 
identity. We will discuss and deconstruct the gender binary, and identify the 
diversity inherent within sex and gender categories. With special attention to 
the role we play as helping professionals, this training will unpack the term 
"LGBTQPIA+" and explore an open and diverse language for describing gender 
and sexuality, with respect to those we serve.” 

 
The response to this from Principal Hart stated “Our staff would benefit from and be open to this 
training and the description of the session sounds perfect.” 
 
 
The district does not only contract out sexuality trainings; some teachers, who are taxpayer-funded 
workers, create and present these trainings and teach classes. In 2019, two teachers created a proposal 
for a course titled “Out of the Closet and Into the Classroom.” The course’s proposed description states: 

Participants will learn about LGBT + students and how to work with them, while 
exploring the application of Critical Queer Theory to K-12 Education. Topics will include: 
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An overview of educational research in Queer Theory, LGBT + Identity - including the 
intersection of Race and Queer, Gender Identity, Understanding curriculum and 
heteronormative performativity in the classroom and disciplinary situations, Mental 
health issues, and School and Classroom Safety. 

 
A class series one year later was created with the same name, but different teachers led this course. A 
flyer for the series can be seen below. 

Political Training  
As an agent of the government, public schools must respect the commitment to not engage in political 
activity when working as employees of the government or with government resources. However, 
emails between administrators at CCSD reveal that engagement in political activity is apparently of no 
concern to them: 

• An email chain among administrators revealed that at a meeting former Superintendent 
Siegfried asked for examples of MAGA hats being symbols of hate and White Supremacy. 
Multiple articles were then forwarded to the Superintendent and other administrators, one of 
which discussed MAGA hats as desiring a return to when American life was “brutally 
exclusionary for others, most notably women and people of color.”  

Training Resources Emailed Among Employees 
After one teacher attended a “Racial Identity Development” training, she sent the PowerPoint to Lisa 
Drangsholt, who works as a partner in the Department of Equity, Culture, and Community 
Engagement. Lessons taught in the PowerPoint include the following slides: 

https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2019/jul/10/gonzaga-professor-calls-maga-hats-undeniable-symbo/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2019/jul/10/gonzaga-professor-calls-maga-hats-undeniable-symbo/
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The PowerPoint also included the idea of an “Un-Columbus Day.”  

 
After a “mental health meeting”, one district employee sent out to what appears to be the middle 
school principal notes and “relevant handouts.” A document in that email, which continues the focus on 
gender, can be seen below: 

 
How Training Leads to Influencing the Students 
La Toyua Tolbert, the director of the Office of Inclusive Excellence, emailed Assistant Superintendent 
Giles, discussing the Beyond Diversity curriculum, and noted, “We will continue to unpack how this 
ideology shapes our students’ experiences in CCSD.” 
 
 
For the proposed course discussed above, “Out of the Closet and Into the Classroom,” teachers certainly 
can be seen trying to bring this sexualization and indoctrination into the classroom. In the proposal, a 
description of one of the sessions says:  
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Participants will understand how the current curriculum is heteronormative 
and enacts white heteronormativity and how the prescribed pedagogies 
further reify this heteronormativity. Altering our curriculum, altering our 
pedagogy, including making space for open discussion of issues surrounding 
gender, sex, and orientation through the use of queered instructional material 
(we teach Romeo and Juliet, but why not McLean's Rosemary and Juliet? Why 
not Baldwin's Giovanni's Room?). How do we incorporate LGBT + into Choice 
Reading materials? The way we speak as teachers… 

 
Rosemary and Juliet is a rewriting of Romeo and Juliet discussing two homosexual girls, who love each 
other, one coming from a Christian fundamentalist home and the other from a mother who runs an 
abortion clinic. So yes, these trainings are trying to influence teachers to do away with the educational 
benefit from classical literature in favor of advancing gender ideology. 
 

Part 6: Curriculum 
 
The records request was not inclusive of all curricula used by the school district; however, through 
parents’ emails to the School Board, many educational assignments were revealed that are counter to 
fundamental American values.  
 
Classroom Activities   
One distraught parent revealed that the parent’s daughter had to “critique the movie Napoleon 
Dynamite” from a “social justice” standpoint.  

 
One email revealed a parent’s list of other grievances, including: 

• “a teacher said something to the effect that ‘If I were black, I would hate white people too.’” 
• “My child was asked to write about instances of their own racism, in which my child could not 

name one, and was forced to make something up and then was ridiculed because of it.” 
• “They were asked to name one book they have read that wasn't written by a ‘white Christian 

male’ and forced to seek out books that have gay, lesbian, trans, or minority writers.” 
 
Other assignments with the same focus on CRT can be seen taught throughout the school district. 
Another parent listed in an email three specific complaints about assignments in schools from middle 
school to high school: 

• “HS - In English class, students were given a lesson on white privilege.” 
• “HS - Also they were asked to publicly declare how they would vote. Student believes the 

teacher was not happy with her choice and will hold it against her.” 
• “MS - In English, 7th grader, 12 years old - watched videos on white privilege.” 

 
The excerpt from an email below reveals how one teacher introduces sexual undertones into her 
curriculum. 

https://archive.org/details/rosemaryjuliet0000macl
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Books: 
America has long recognized the inherent innocence of children. As a result, national policies have 
upheld the general principle that children should be protected from exposure to sexually explicit, age-
inappropriate content. CCSD takes a different approach and has instead provided students as young as 
elementary school age access to materials like the below:   

• One grandparent emailed the school board, revealing that the grandparent’s grandchild 
brought home a book titled Teddy, which is about an animal that changes genders. This 
student was in second grade and accessed the book in an elementary school library in the 
district. 

• Another resource that was accessible through the Eaglecrest High School server was titled 
“Playing with race: on the edge of edgy sex, racial BDSM excites some and reviles others.” This 
resource dealt with BDSM and sex play. The resource described how one form of BDSM is “race 
play,” which could be anything from using racial slurs to mock slave auctions to a “Nazi 
interrogations of Jews.”  

• After a search in the eBooks available to elementary students, the book Gender Queer: A 
Memoir was found. This book includes graphic sexual imagery and descriptions of explicit 
sexual relations. 

 
Teacher Requests for CRT: 
This open records request uncovered several examples of district employees requesting that the 
school district not listen to parents but continue to promote CRT. 

• One second-grade teacher at Indian Ridge Elementary requested that the school board “not 
bend or give in to any groups that are trying to control or ban the dialogue on race and 
accurate history.” She stated, “As a white woman educator who has benefited from my 
privilege, I believe strongly that the work our district has undertaken surrounding race, equity, 
and anti-racism is imperative for our children.” 

 
Conclusion 

 
In the end, this is about promoting pro-parent policies, and as such, we can think of no more accurate 
or rightful way to end this report than by allowing it to be explained by one of the parents:   
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